April Newsletter

The award-winning King and Prince Golf Course is known for its dramatic landscape of live
oak trees, salt marshes, and breathtaking lagoons, this coastal course located just south of
the Hampton River is unmatched in beauty and skill.

April Events + Announcements

April 2nd:
Master’s Par Three Challenge
11:00 am Shotgun Start
$25.00 per person includes a box lunch and prizes
All 18 holes will be set up as a par 3, ranging from 25 to 130 yds.
Sign up your foursome, but the teams will be a blind draw once play begins. The team score
will be the Best of two of the four players.
Sign up sheet is posted in the Member Gallery.
April 17th:
Easter Brunch
April 20th-21st:
Ladies Member Guest
April 26th:
Italian Dinner + Trivia Night
Choose between two dishes, Chicken Alfredo or Spaghetti and Meatballs, paired with a
glass of wine- $30 per person.
Please call (912)- 634-0255 to make your reservations!
----

Yay Spring!
The swimming pool opens back up on April 1st.
Please remember to register un- accompanied guests with the Pro Shop.
New Clubhouse Hours:
The Clubhouse will now be open from 7 am-6:30 pm!
-We would like to welcome our new members:
Zach and Brandi Briers
Jake and Layne Lemmings
Bill Heisel
--

We have been working on the installation of our new computer software.
We will reach out with Member Access details when everything is complete.

Join us at 100 Tabbystone on Sunday, April 17th, from 11 am3 pm for Easter Brunch.
Call (912)-634-0255 to make your reservations today!

Friendly Reminders
Please be sure to check with the club for tee times.
For the safety of your pets, we ask that you do not walk them on the golf course.
Fishing is allowed for members in Butler Lake on the Clubhouse side. Fishing is not
permitted in any other ponds on the property.
Private carts are never permitted on the course.

Golf Updates:
Congratulations to Rich Silvestro on his Hole-In-One on #7 on February 27th.

-Congratulations to our Overall Champions of the Member Guest:
Ed Giardino and Charlie Williams

-Flight Winners were:
Bill Townsend - Rich Styles
Mike Beacham - Robert Crandall
Daryl Rabert - Adrian Coote
Dick Jensen - Michael Norboge
Lane Gordan - Jim Mahoney
Steve Andrews - Jeff Spencer

Bill Acree - Roger McDowell
Jim Youngner - Don Shiver

-We hope that the participants liked their Harleston Shirts; we are now carrying the line in
the Pro Shop.
Harleston Shirts is a new company out of Charleston, S.C.

Golf Course Updates:
Spring is here! Hopefully, we will have some consistent warmer temperatures for the
grass to start growing again. While we have had some green-up, the grass isn’t growing
very quickly. For the Bermuda grass to grow consistently, I look for the magic number of
150. This is when the night and day temperatures hit 150 when added together. For
example, a day temperature of 80 and a night temperature of 70. Once this happens, we
should be able to start growing in some of the weaker areas that have been worn down this
winter.
The unfortunate part of Spring being here means so are the no-see-ums and other
flying insects. Please be mindful if you use bug spray not to spray it on when you are on the
grass, especially on the greens. The overspray will cause injury to the turf. You may have
seen this around the course, a brown area with two green footprints. I appreciate your help
on this.

Our concentration this Spring will be transitioning the tees from the overseeded ryegrass
back to Bermuda. We will focus heavily on this to try and get full coverage on our tees. We
will also continue to put new sand in bunkers and tree prune maintenance to provide
sunlight to the grass. Please continue to fix your ball marks and fill your divots.
I look forward to seeing everyone out playing. Hopefully, the leaves will stop falling soon!
Thanks,
Chuck

Golf Tip of The Month from Andy Brown:
BELOW ARE SOME RECENT CHANGES TO THE RULES OF GOLF THAT I AM
PROVIDING SO THAT YOU MAY APPLY THEM TO YOUR GAME IN THE FUTURE:
SEARCH TIME (RULE 18)
Previously, five minutes were available for finding a lost ball. Now, the maximum search
time is only three minutes. Most balls were previously found within three minutes, and
searching during the last two minutes was often unsuccessful – it is not expected that this

rule change will negatively impact scores.
BALL MOVED DURING A SEARCH (RULE 7)
Previously, the player usually incurred a penalty stroke if he moved his ball during a
search. Now, a mishap such as this is without penalty. Therefore, you can use your feet and
your clubs when searching in thick grass without any consequences.
EMBEDDED BALL (RULE 16)
Previously, the player only got relief if the ball had become embedded in a closely mown
area. Now, you can take a free drop from all embedded balls in the “general area,”
including in the semi-rough and rough. Balls embedded in a bunker or penalty areas still
have to be played as they lie.
CLUB-LENGTH (DEFINITION)
Previously, the player could use any of his clubs to measure out a club length. A club length
is the longest club in your bag, except for the putter. Using extra-long, “broom handle”
putters for measuring is thus no longer allowed.
DROPPING (RULE 14)
Previously, the ball had to be dropped from shoulder height. Now, you have to drop from
knee height. If you drop from shoulder height out of habit, don’t worry; just pick the ball up
and drop it again correctly, without penalty.
BALL HITS THE PLAYER OR EQUIPMENT (RULE 11)
A penalty stroke would incur if the player hit himself or his own equipment in the past. Due
to the recent rule change, provided it happened accidentally, this can be without penalty.
Therefore, you cannot use your equipment or your foot as a ball stopper.
DOUBLE HIT (RULE 10)
Previously, a penalty stroke would incur if the club got stuck when a stroke was played; as a
result, the ball was hit more than once. Now, a mishap such as this is without penalty. A
double hit, therefore, just counts as one stroke.
TOUCHING THE SAND IN THE BUNKER (RULE 12)

Previously, touching the sand in the bunker before the stroke was not permitted, except for
very few exceptions. Now, touching the sand incidentally is allowed, i.e., you are allowed to
lean on your club. You are still not allowed to test the condition of the sand before the
stroke is played, improve the line of play, ground the club in front of or behind the ball, or
touch the sand during practice swings. Therefore, you do not have to be extra careful in
bunkers, especially if you are not close to the ball.
LOOSE IMPEDIMENTS (RULE 15)
Previously, touching leaves, twigs, stones, branches, and other loose impediments in
bunkers and water hazards were not allowed. Now, you can remove them anywhere
without penalty, including in bunkers and penalty areas (the new name for water hazards).
Please remember that the ball is still not allowed to move when removing loose
impediments.
UNPLAYABLE BALL IN THE BUNKER (RULE 19)
Previously, the player had three dropping options – each incurring one penalty stroke – if
he declared his ball in a bunker unplayable. Now, a fourth option is available. You can also
drop the ball directly behind the bunker. However, this option costs two penalty strokes
instead of just one. You can use this to avoid playing a bunker shot at all, but it will not be
worth it in most cases.
PENALTY AREAS (DEFINITION)
Previously, water hazards could only be marked as such if they contained water. Now,
water hazards are called penalty areas and no longer have to contain water, which means
that golf clubs are free to mark other parts of the course as penalty areas to enable sideways
drops and thus speed up the game.
TOUCHING THE GROUND AND WATER IN PENALTY AREAS (RULE 17)
If you decide to play a ball from a water hazard as it lies, you were previously not allowed to
touch the ground or the water before your stroke. Now, you can ground the club in or out of
the water when you play the ball out of a penalty area. Experience has shown that it usually
doesn’t make sense to try and hit a ball out of the water if it is completely covered by water.
THE BALL MOVES ON THE GREEN AFTER BEING MARKED AND PUT BACK
(RULE 13)
Previously, the ball had to be played from the new spot if it moved either by itself or due to

the wind after being marked and put back. Now, you have to put the ball back. Most players
already used to put the ball back out of reflex – even though this was incorrect. The new
rule is thus in line with instinct.
BALL ON THE GREEN MOVED ACCIDENTALLY BY THE PLAYER (RULE 13)
Previously, accidentally moving the ball on the green was only without penalty, with certain
exceptions. Now, a mishap such as this is without penalty in all cases. If your club slips out
of your hand, you make a practice swing too close to the ball, and your ball moves as a
result – just put the ball back without penalty.
REPAIRING DAMAGE ON THE GREEN (RULE 13)
Previously, repairing the line of putt was not allowed, apart from a few exceptions such as
pitch marks and old hole plugs. Now, you are permitted to repair nearly all damage on the
green, including spike marks. But this is not free license to smooth out the entire line of
putt, as natural imperfections are part of the game.
HITTING THE FLAGSTICK (RULE 13)
Previously, the flag had to be tended or removed as the ball was not allowed to hit it when
putted. Now, hitting the flagstick is without penalty, which means you can always leave the
flag in the hole. Statistically speaking, leaving the flag in the hole is better as the flagstick
helps to hole out.
I hope you can use this as a reference guide regarding new rule changes in golf. If you have
any questions, please feel free to stop by the golf shop, and we can discuss them further.
Happy Spring!
Andy Brown PGA
Head Golf Professional
King and Prince Golf Club
Please contact Andy directly at andy.brown@mmihg.com for more information on this
topic or to schedule a lesson.
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